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Abstract
Metasurfaces have shown great potential in controlling the propagation of
electromagnetic waves, making them suitable for holographic beam-shaping
elements. Using the principle of array synthesis, holograms have been realized in microwave frequency to manipulate electromagnetic waves to generate specific field patterns. However, current research is almost based on linear
polarization and has little analysis on the circular polarization microwave
hologram. Herein, we propose a circular polarization hologram realized by
sub-wavelength units with self-adaptively phase profiles of electromagnetic
waves. The full, continuous control of the phase is achieved by using a single
structure unit based on the Pancharatnam-Berry phase. The inhomogeneity
of wave-front is considered through amplitude and phase compensation
which are essential to improve the quality of microwave hologram. The model achieves circular polarization hologram in microwave frequency and the
clear field pattern is generated. The circular polarization hologram enriched
the research field of microwave imaging, thus providing more inspirations for
the development of various related techniques.
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1. Introduction
The hologram is a technique that reconstructs the wave-front of electromagnetic
(EM) waves to display object pattern on the monitor area. The holography principle has become a universal and simple approach to solve the inverse engineerDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2020.812013 Dec. 24, 2020
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ing problems for electromagnetic waves [1]. Microwave hologram is a feasible
way to manipulate EM waves which have raised many interests [2]-[8]. However, conventional microwave holographic techniques are always established in the
situation of linear polarization, and rarely involve circular polarization holograms which also play an important role in many functions.
Metasurfaces, within ultrathin and sub-wavelength features, are applied to
realize plenty of functions such as abnormal refraction, beam forming, polarization conversion, and hologram [9]-[15]. Phase-only metasurfaces, which are
powerful tools to control the beam properties, have the ability to perform different functions [2] [7]. The metasurfaces used in microwave hologram always
utilize the phase responses of linear polarization EM waves. Through a transmission metasurface, a linear polarization multiplexing hologram has been designed, and clear field patterns are presented [6]. Huygens metasurface has been
designed to the modulation of focal energy distribution with high energy efficiency by using holography theory [3]. Electromagnetic reprogrammable coding-metasurface holograms have also been designed to change the dynamic object field patterns [2] [7]. Circular polarization hologram has been utilized to
fulfill multi-focus and point imaging [5]. Most microwave holograms are designed with linear polarization while the circular polarization always seems to
have a bad effect.
In this article, we design a circular polarization hologram based on the Pancharatnam-Berry (P-B) phase metasurface to realize the letter hologram [16]
[17] [18]. The horn signal obliquely irradiates on the metasurface, and the target
pattern is formed on the observation plane as shown in Figure 1. The P-B phase
metasurface is regarded as a radome to manipulating the arrived EM waves. The
metasurface units obtain different P-B phases by rotating the whole structure to
control the circular polarization wave-front. By designing the phases in x- and
y-polarizations differing by π, the P-B phase and rotation angle present a linear
relationship which greatly simplifies the design process [19] [20]. A modified
G-S algorithm, considering the inhomogeneous horn wave-front, is applied to
calculate the holographic phase mask [3] [5]. The calculation methods of the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the reflection hologram system. The horn antenna obliquely illuminates to the metasurface, and the field pattern is formed on a plane with a
certain height.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2020.812013
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amplitude and the phase distributions of circular polarization wave-front have
also been introduced in the article.

2. Holography Methodology
To construct the holography system, the metasurface and the synthesis algorithm are essential to be considered. The building blocks constructing the metasurface are a set of units representing phase adjustment pixels. According to the
concept of the P-B phase, we design a simple reflect unit operating at 15 GHz as
shown in Figure 2. The unit consists of two layers of metal and one layer of substrate. The substrate is a layer of FR-4 (εr = 4.4 + 0.02i, h = 1 mm), the unit size
is 6 mm × 6 mm (p = 6 mm), and the thickness of the copper t = 0.018 mm. To
make the unit P-B phase exhibits a linear relationship with the rotation angle,
the phase difference between the x- and y-polarizations is π apart [19]. Optimized by the software of CST Microwave Studio, the metal-atom size is selected
as w = 3.45 mm and d = 4.8 mm. The simulation results of P-B phase change
with the unit rotating angle θ are depicted in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). It is
clear to be observed that as the unit rotates by θ, an additional 2θ P-B phase is
added to the reflective wave with a polarization conversion. If an RCP wave irradiates to the unit, the reflection angle changes to LCP with a 2θ additional phase.
In the same way, if the incident single is an LCP wave, the reflection changes to
RCP with a −2θ additional phase. By changing the rotation angle, the P-B phases
in the full phase range are obtained with the reflection amplitudes remain at a
high level.

Figure 2. The structure of the unit. The unit is optimized to a π phase difference in x- and
y-polarizations. The specific parameters are p = 6 mm, h = 1 mm, t = 0.018 mm, w = 3.45
mm, and d = 4.8 mm.

Figure 3. The P-B phasespresent a linear relationship with the rotate angle. The RCP incident wave presents a 2θ additional P-B phase with polarization conversion, and the LCP
incident wave presents a −2θ additional P-B phase with polarization conversion.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2020.812013
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A modified G-S algorithm that considers the inhomogeneous wave-front is
used to calculate the holography phase mask [5] [21]. By integrating the specific
radiation pattern of the feeding antenna, the algorithm considers the influence
of the inhomogeneous wave-front. Because the amplitude and phase of circular
polarization wave-front are hard to be obtained directly, we use a simple conversion to solve the problem. We always describe a single-direction propagation
E
jex + e y e − j β z while LCP described it as
RCP wave by using =
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. So as an RCP horn antenna wave-front, the E-field intensity
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e + e , and the wave-front phase distribution is regarded as the additional phase in x-polarization, while the LCP antenna wave-front phase distribution is the additional phase in y-polarization.
In this work, we utilize an RCP horn to design the circular polarization hologram and the wave-front singles are obtained by full-wave simulation. The metasurface lies in the xoy plane centered in the origin, the horn antenna is at the
(0, −90 mm, 90 mm) and points to the center of the metasurface at a 45˚ angle.
E
ex2 + e y2 and the phase takes from
The signal amplitude is calculated by =
x-polarization of the circular polarization horn as depicted in Figure 4(a) and
Figure 4(b).
We compensate the inhomogeneous wave-front by utilizing the amplitude
and phase into the modified G-S algorithm. The algorithm takes the amplitude
as the initial condition in the calculation process, and the result is compensated
with the phase distribution of the wave-front to generate the final phase mask
object to the metasurface as shown in Figure 5. The phase mask is 40 × 40 corresponding to 1600-pixel units and each unit represents an object P-B phase
generated by rotating the unit with a special angle.
Combining the phase mask with the P-B phase unit, the metasurface is modeled with the object phase distribution as depicted in Figure 6. The metasurface
consists of 1600 (40 × 40) units, and each unit is rotated by an angle to provide a
P-B phase corresponding to the object phase mask.
The simulation result of circular polarization hologram obtained by CST Microwave Studio is depicted in Figure 7. The metasurface manipulates the arrived

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Amplitude and phase of the RCP polarization horn wave-front. (a) The ampli-

E
tude is calculated by =

ex2 + ey2 ; (b) The phase is selected as the phase of x-polariza-

tion.
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Figure 5. Phase mask calculated by the holographic algorithm which represents the object
phase distribution of the metasurface.

Figure 6. The metasurface model consists of 1600 (40 × 40) units within an area of 240
mm × 240 mm (12λ × 12λ).

Figure 7. The simulation result of circular polarization hologram. The result obtains a
clear E-field intensity pattern “R” in the observation plane.

EM waves to form a target field pattern in a specific area. The simple example
depicts the process of obtaining the E-field intensity patterns “R” using the RCP
wave. With the same methodology, it can be indicated that different patterns can
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2020.812013
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also be obtained by change the phase mask of the metasurface. The phase-only
metasurface well controls the incident RCP wave and forms a specific imaging
pattern on the target plane. However, the result also shows some unevenness and
background energy diffusion, which is an undesirable phenomenon. The reasons
may lie in the error of the P-B phase and the limitations of the GS algorithm [21]
[22], but it has made progress compared with the other research in the field of
circular polarization microwave hologram.

3. Conclusions
In this work, we succeed in utilizing the P-B phase to achieve circular polarization holograms to obtain the letter field pattern. With a simple structure of the
P-B phase element, the EM wave is manipulated to utilized the scheduled function. Comparing with the previous research, we make a breakthrough in circular
polarization holograms. The horn wave-front is accurately described by using
the full-wave simulation software and then compensated in the design process to
reduce the influence of the inhomogeneity.
The holography methodology can also be applied to any situation of the incident wave to obtain the expected patterns. This work can also be utilized to control energy distribution which may shed new light on wireless power transmission. The ability to control the far-field pattern may also be obtained assuming
the hologram worked in far-field applications.
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